The Medical Student

For the medical student to meet the requirements for Research and Scholarship he/she will:

1) Submit “Research Schedule Dates and Proposal Form” signed by the student and their mentor to Medical Student Research Office (MSRO) 6 weeks before research block starts.

2) Have been properly credentialed for the research and perform 16 weeks research (due to clinical schedule it may be 2-8 weeks of research).

3) Upload 2 research summaries to e-curriculum. One after each of the 8 weeks of research.

5) Upload MD thesis on e-curriculum. (If the student has published a first author paper, it will count as the MD Thesis and the PDF of the paper must be uploaded to e-curriculum.)

The Research Mentor:

The research mentor must sign Section V of the “Research Schedule Dates and Proposal Form”. The research mentor will:

1. Support all of the plans in the student’s proposal. (The student can work on an ongoing project of the PI or they can develop a project with the PI).

2. Have reviewed and agreed with the student’s proposal/goals/deliverables and timeline.

3. Meet with the student on a regular basis to review student’s goals/deliverables and timeline.

4. Provide constructive feedback to the student at the midpoint of their research block.

5. Assess the student’s performance at the end of the research block using “Mentor Assessment of Medical Student Research Form” (Short form-5 questions and one comment section assessment).

6. Nominate outstanding students for honors in Research and Scholarship (Rubric on “Mentor Assessment of Medical Student Research” Form).